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Commission Budget Must Be Cut
$5000 if Activity Fee Remains $8
Harmon Leads Choir
Tour May 10— 12
Dr. H. Duane Harmon, head of the MSTC music department,
will direct the college choir in its spring tour through northern and
eastern Minnesota May 10-12. Pictured above in his office, Dr.
Harmon has planned the tour to include a varied program of chor
al melodies and instrumental selections.
Coming to MSTC from the University of Iowa, Harmon re
placed Daniel Preston who had headed the music department until

To Name New
Corporation
Officers Soon
The annual meeting of the MSTC
Student Exchange, incorporated, will
be held in Weld auditorium May 11,
at 10 a.m.
All students and faculty are mem
bers of this corporation, which oper
ates the student exchange and book
store
In addition to regular business,
there >.ill be election of new members
for the board of directors of the cor
poration for the year 1949-'50.
Students will elect two of the fol
lowing: Pat Briggs, Janette Cole
man, Richard Mickelson, and Eu
gene Shiek. Faculty members will
elect two of the following: Chas.
Thurber, Marlowe Wegner,
John
Jenkins and Karen Kivi.
Additional nominations may be
made and so posted by a petition
signed by at least 25 members of
the corporation.

'ast year. Previously, he had had
training at the Universities of Neb
raska and Michigan.

In addition to his choral work,
Harmon is noted for his excellent
work on the trumpet. Cooperating
with Bertram McGarrity, college
band director and vroodwind expert,
|he will direct the band instrument
clinic here during the second sum
mer session.
Appearances on the 1949 tour will
be at East Grand Forks, Ada De
troit Lakes, Perham and Frazee.
The choir program will include
"O Sing Your Songs," by Cain;
"A Spirit Flower," by CampbellTipton; "Alleluia,"
by
Randall
Thompson; Wilson's "Turn Ye To
Me," arranged by Fred Waring;
and "A Ballynure Ballad," arrang
ed by Hughes.
The clarinet quartet consisting of
Elburn Cooper, Dell Herreid, Arth
ur Nix, and Willard Snustad will
play "Concert Rando," by
Lean
Dahlin, and "Suite in Folk Style,"
by Goeb.
Vincent Pulieicchio will complete
the program with two violin selec
tions.

The Student Commission is currently deciding on the budget
for the school year 1949-50. Because of rising costs, expenditures,
have been estimated by the different department heads to be
about $29,000. Estimated receipts on the other hand total only
$24,000 with an activity fee of $8 per quarter.
Obviously, either activity expenditures must be cut down or
the fee raised to the suggested $10 per quarter.
In about a week a budget, planned on an $8 activity fee will
be announced; if the majority of students are willing to pay a two

Spring Play
Here This
Weekend

"The Late George Apley," by
John Marquand and George Kauf
man, the all-college spring play dir
ected by Allen Erickson, will be
given in Weld auditorium at 8:15
p.m. Friday and Saturday, May 6
and 7.
The play features Dale Barnes as
George Apley, a wealthy Bostoniau
of the early 1900's who resists the
afempts of his children to marry
outsiders. Beverlee Olson is cast as
his wife, Mary Lou Johnson and
Kenneth Pitchford as his children,
Audrey Cornell as his sister, and
Paul Pawlowski as her huBband.
Elizabeth Rost plays Apley's third
cousin; Doug Zischke, her husband;
and Eunice Larson, their daughter.
Others in the cast include John
MacDonald, Mary Jo Weling, Del
aine Redmann, Don Bordsen, Iva
Shafer and James Anderson.
Production chairmen for the play
are: DeEon Rominini, properties,
Mae Hanson, assistant director; Aria
Ommodt, stage manager and promp
ter; Loretta Engel, hand props;
Bob Holler and John Lavely, scen
ery construction and lighting; John
Conzemius, business manager, ush
ering, tickets, programs and public
ity; Pat Briggs, eostumes; and Car
ol Broks, make up.

I Was Shown

Wubbcn Leads Frosh Reporter Through
Haze of New Dorm's Complications
By horiaine Peterson
B. II. Wubben Is a quiet little
man (although he's almost six feet
talj) with curly white hair, and a
mind absorbed in and devoted to
the multitudinous details of arch
itecture.
Presently, he is officially employed
as architectural supervisor in the
construction of the men's dormit
ory at MSTC. Representing Ingemann and Bergstedt, he's here to
see that the building is put to*gother in exact accordance with or
iginal plans.
Because his mild manner calmly
led this confused freshman report
er through the maze of pejla win
dows, units A, B, and C, mastic tile
floors, and gypsum plank roofs so
th t you can now read the newest
details of this architectual baby
"growing up" here on our campus.
Janitors—take not of this next
item—the pella windows being in
stalled throughout the new build
ing. They are so constructed that
they include both the storms and
screens, to make this dread fall
and spring chore a thing of the
post.
Mr. Wubben explained them as
built in three sections—a large cen
ter section, and two smaller, side
panels. Double glass constitutes the
center, with the sides made to open

with screens that pull down
(regular window shades.

like

There will be approximately an
equal number of single and double
rooms. . .Floors will be covered with
mastic tile like that used in MacLean hall. . .All woodwork will be fin
ished in oak. . .Some furniture such as
desks, chests of drawers, bookcases,
and other units will be built in
to the combination study bedroom.
For each twenty-seven residents
of the building, there will be a
small lounge with a telephone and
a balcony.
In unit B—the ow section separ
ating units A and C—there will be
two larger lounge sections. (A and
C are the long oedroom sections
running east an dwcst of the centrer
unit.)
One lounge will be in the base
ment of the building, and the oth
er on the main oor. Both will have
fireplaces
and small kitchenettes.
The bas ment lounge is planned for
recreational facilities such as ping
pong, a radio, phonograph, piano,
and dancing, while the main floor
section will be formal.
An infirmary with a diet kitahen
and four bedrooms, and living quar
ters for the nurse will also be in unit
B. A buzzar system, which will con

tact every room in the dormitory in
lividually, and living quarters for
the dormitory director will be located
in this section also.
Mr. Wuboen pointed out that all
bathrooms will be furnished with
Bhowers, and have a unique ventil
ating system in the glass block win
dows.
According to present plans, the
west bedroom section housing 90
men and the center unit will be
ready for occupancy by tihe begin
ning of the fall quarter. Unit C
will be completed when the fall
quarter ends, bringing capacity ac
commodation up to 180.
Meals to men living in the new
dorm will be served in the Comstock
dining room also to be renovated this
summer, under the same provisions
of combined room and board that the
girls' dorms have.
Reservations for dormitory rooms
for next year can tie left with John
Jenkins, dean of men, at any time,
by paying the $5 despoit fee which
will apply on the first week's rent.
Actual room rates haven't been es
tablished yet.
Wubben? No, /he's not waiting for
one of the Hew rooms. He'll be off
come completion of the building, to
supervise construction
of another
dormitory on another college compus.

Biennium
Budget
Increased

Moorhead State Teachers college
dollar increase per quarter, applica- was notified this week of just how
tion can be made to t|he State Teach mcuh it can spend for mainten
ers College board, which meets the last
ance and equipment in the next bi
of May. If the raise is approved by ennium. Broken down, the figures rethis board, a more amenable budget . veal a considerable increase over the
operating allowance of the past two
can be planned.
If cutting the activity expenditures years.
is to be the answer, students can look
In the new budget $347,087 is al
forward to a year of lessened activ lotted for maintenance and equip
ity. Statements of department heads ment, including summer sessions and
reveal that the athletics, publicity, and
libraries during the next year, and
jSocinL departments w^U be most $337,800 during 1951.
drastically affected by the cut bud
Repairs and betterments will cost
get.
$12,000 each year, while $36,700 next
A cut in the athletic budget would year, and $22,300 in 1951 will be
mean that some of the football and allowed for special repairs and im
basketball games would have to be provements on the campus.
cancelled. "This would pr^ibabjty
These amounts will cover repair
result in MSTC's dropping from
t,he conference," Domek said, "be and painting of masonry on all build
cause we would be unable to play ings, replacing the Weld hall venti
lating system in operation, increasing
the necessary games.
installation of floureseent lighting in
"Such sports as tennis and golf
the library and classroom, replacing
would probably be discontinue! due
sixteen drinking fountains in college
to lack of sufficient funds. The num
buildings, a new water heating tank
ber ol baseball games would be cut
for the boiler in the heating plant, a
in half."
new water force pump for the heating
The publicity budget would also system, repairing the cracked smoke
suffer. The Dragon would be forced stack, completion of alterations to
tc do one of three things: either the Wheeler hall basement, fireproofcut the number of pages per issue, ing two stairways in Wheeler hall,
come out with paper covers, or pub and rewiring Weld hall.
lish the book every other year.
entailment of the MiSTiC's funds
would be even more serious, adspace, already too large, woull have
to be increased; the number of pic
tures would ihave to be cut down:
a small numbr of pages per issue
and a biweekly policy, also might
have to be adoptel.
General Mills, Inc., in coopera
Social activities, of course would
tion with Moorhead State Teachers
be out. "We would have fewer par
college, will sponsor a Ilealt/h and
ties,'' said Gladys Scheer. "We
Nutrition clinic
for elementary
couldn't have dance orchestras, only
teachers here during the first sum
records. Even our money for buy
mer session, June 15 to June 29.
ing new records would be cut."
The purpose of the workshop will
The
music department
would
have to cancel both the band and be to improve the efforts of the
choir off-campus trips; there would teachers in a study of basic health
r/c less money to buy sheet, music and nutrition prinieiples, and to
stress how these principles may be
for the band.
Speaking for the forensic, de incorporated in the regular school
partment was Llylils Evens id. "We curriculum.
wriajd have to cut dowi on the
Experienced teachers may attend,
Plays, first of all, she said " There and others interested who are not
w..i Id be two instead of the usual already attending a regular summer
three. Also, co l.g: debate trips would session. Three hours of college cred
• - tr.•.•celled a* * II as the sponsor it will be granted for the clinic. Ad
ship or the Tie I River Va ey hign mission is by application only.
-cm • tourni in-:.. "
General Mills is offering a limit
R pair wmk, I / der *U direction
ed number of scholarships for the
if IIP proper TV 0 ;-l" .• i-: 5i i . would
clinic. Intended to pay tuition for
i* curtailed Tooc
pub
the students, they will amount to $20
lie address system, the vietrolas, and
the scoreboard would not be done. for state residents, and $25 for out
Fewer speakers for Religious Em of state students. Tuition for the
phasis week would also be mandat clinic has been set at $10 for state,
and $15 for out of state residents.
ory.
It remains to be seen whether stu
The director of the workshop will
dents care more for two dollars or
be Dr. Clyde Schuman, nutrition
for the activities listed above.
specialist from New York univer
sity. He will be assisted by Marion
Benson, Nutrition Consultant with
Band at Next Convo
General Mills, and Dr. Stewart Ham
The college concert band, under
blen, Consultant in Applied Econ
the direction of Bertram C. McGar
omics for the Committee on Studies
rity, will present a varied and inand Standards of the American As
testing program of contemporary and
sociation of Colleges for Teacher
16th century music at convocation
Education.
tomorrow.
Assisting the directors at MSTC
Featured as soloist with the band
wlli be Elburn Coper, clarinist, who will be Miss Ragna Holen, campus
home economjist, and Miss Alice
wil play Weber's concerto in E flat.
Corneliussen,
co - ordinator.
Miss
The program wil be similar to con
Corneliusseu will accept applications
certs presented on the band's tour
for tjhe clinic in her office.
last week.

General Mills

Nutrition Course

June 15-29 Here
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AE Curtain Drive Total Hits $245 Monday
1

fore we had the 1915-1916 curtains,
Contributions for the Alpha Epsilon Weld Hall Curtain Drive by and well I remember how we ad
Monday night totaled $245 and are mired and exclaimed over triem when
still coming in. The letters are ser some of us came back for the al
umni banquet one of those years.
ving several purposes.
Besides providing the wherewithal Good luck to you, and please report
progress in the MiSTiC so we ean
for a new curtain, the envelopes are
a check on the mailing list—correc know riow things are going. —Beat
rice Peterson, Long Prairie.
tions are being made, marriages re
Enclosed find
$1 for d stitch in
corded, addresses brought up to date.
the Weld Hall eurtain. 1 am very
Furthermore, the envelopes are
glad to be able to do this little bit
vehicles for notes like these from tne
for the fund. My brother is now
alums:
going to MSTC so I still have a
Here's your bucx—am glad to send
it. —Kari Wold Hebrauson, Warren. direct contact with the college. I
It's a pleasure to give $1 for the am teaching, but have changed my
curtain. —Mra A. E. Imsdahi, '20, name. —Elayne Greene (Mrs. Al
lan) Samialil, Lake Bronsou.
Brooten.
1 am happy to join my fraternity
Happy to help with my buck. —
brotriers of Alpha Epsilon in the
Agnes Duffy, Fargo.
Weld hall curtain drive. My best
I am happy to invest one hundred
wishes for its success. —Trevor Sund.
cents toward beautifying Weld aud
itorium with a new stage curtain. ness, '37.
Enclosed is your- buck. Hate to
MSTC means much to me. —Cora A.
see a worthwhile project like this
Werner, Wheaton.
Hope my buck helps. —I. T. Mick- going on without the Owls having
a hand in it somewhere. —Richard
clson, LeSueur.
Forseth, Mayville, N.D.
When Dr. Knapp and I were go
It's a good idea. Just happens I
ing out for a ride yesterday evening
really am an MSTC alumnus. —C.
I put on my Hudson Bay parka and
Lura, Mayville.
dis -overed a dollar in the pocket—
probably been there since our trip
Again I am proud of being a mem
to Hudson Bay last summer, so when
ber of an organization that is the
your letter came . said to myself
leader in many worthwhile drives
"there's a good place for this'' and
for improving conditions around the
here it is. —Lois Fennie Knapp, campus. Enclosed my contribution.
Duluth.
—Nat MeConacriie, Glyndon.
The AE's are to be ongratulated
Gladly. —Elizatjetn Wilder (Mrs.
for initiating trie drive for funds
Roy) Holand, '33, LaMoure, N.D.
with which to purchase a new cur
Enclosed please find one buck. —
tain for the stage of Weld hall. I
Magdalina Dulski, Bejou.
have been on the campus twice this
Although I was on the school's
year and have been in We'd hall
first football team I left school and
on both occasions. Each time I
did not graduate so am not an
was aware of the need for a new
alumnus. It's about 48 or 49 years
stage curtain. This project will meet
since I played baseball and footwiiri the approval of all former stu
abll at the Normal so am out of
dents, I am sure. I am sending two
touch with doings around the cam
dollars (a buck for me and one for
pus. You get the buck just the
my wife, Aria Bra, wrio is also a
same. Good luck. —Frank Malloy,
former student at the college). Best
wishes for a successful drive. —Ar Seattle.
Good for the AE's. —M. Oliver
nold Kittleson '35, Halstad.
Asp, Oklahoma City.
MS surely is entitled to a new
curtain. I surely hope the dollars
I'm sending a dollar for that
will be coming to you from all four
much-needed new curtain (and we
directions of the state —Hilda Neuare correcting your name —Ed.)
decker, Dawson.
—Evelyn Berry, Warroad.
Glad to contribute. Can imagine
It's a pleasure—wish I could af
what that curtain might look like
ford more. I think it's a grand
by now. —Ruth Sivensen Baker, Min_
idea to have a new eurtain. Hope
neapolis.
to come to Moorhead in May. I get
What the heck do you mean by
the MiSTiC and enjoy it no end.
casting such disparaging remarks
—Mearel Nesteby, Minneapolis.
about those nice curtains my class
Here's my buck. Good luck to
bought back there in 19151 They
you. —Anna Swenson, St. Paul.
were wonderful curtains trien, but I
Enclosed is my dollar.
—Jean
suppose they do wear out, so here's
Gardner, Fargo.
a buck anyway. Good luck. I hope
I was teaching at - MSTC when
you will be successful. —Albert Ingwe
got the curtains a long time ago,
berg, president Class of '15, Grand
I am glad to contribute. —Mrs. W.
Marais.
W. Wallwork, Moorhead.
Best of luck on this. —John C.
I was glad to hear that the Al
Bridges, St. Paul.
pha Epsilon fraternity, of which I
Of course we need new curtains
am a charter member, has decided to
and here's my dollar to help you get
sponsor a new curtain for Weld Hall.
them. Hope that none of us will be
Here is my buck. —Axel Tallin,
so careless or slow that we hold up
Fosston.
the good work. I'm one of the alums
For the curtain —Hazel M. Eveswho was graduated (a year) even be

John Poliseno^Directs
Custer High Music
John Poliseno '46 is teaching
music in the Custer high school at
Miles City, Mont. He presented "The
Crucifixion" April 7 at the Custer
high school. An article in a Miles
City newspaper says:
"The well
trained chorus, harmony, blending
of the voices, an® reverence shown
by the 75 young singers during trie
entire evening wa» a credit to them
selves and their director, John Poli
seno, whose name as director of any
musical performance at high school
is an assurance of something un
usual in entertainment and the best
in music."
Poliseno was a member of the
Owls, Sigma Tau Delta, and Tau
Chi Mu. He was also on the MiSTiC
and DRAGON staffs and a member of
the Commission.
His address is 211 S. Marian,
Miles City, Mont.
Armond Larson '37 is teaching in
Lewistown, Mont. He is married and
has one son.

mitn, Fargo.

Please find enclosed a postal note
for $5 toward the Weld hall curtain
drive. Wishing you mucri success in
such a worthy project. —Rebecca
1 homas, Washington, D.C.

Did yeu AE's know that the above
alum (Verne B. Lewis) is Budget
Director of Atomic Energy Comm. out
here; he works with billions, but our
own pe-'.i K.O: budget isn't quit,, that
igc '.Ve r oticed that 1 t« songfest
was aga .
success
might be in
terred '. know tcvue
iiislru-

meiuA :b, o.g-o

* t>. first

year back in '36. Success in the
drive from a man's best- publicity
agent (his wife)—Margaret Fuglie
Lewis, Riqhiand, Wash.
Good luck to you. Here's my buck.
Bertha Rustvold, Moorhead,
Here's hoping it brings

success.

—Gertrude Larson, Fergus Falls.
Glad to help. —Gladys C. Pouliot, St. Paul.
Hope my buck will help —Stretch
Aho, Newburg, Ore.
Congratulations on a worthy en
terprise. I am eertainly proud to
see the AE's take the initiative in
this venture. I «m sending thet
buck and only wish it might have
been more. We'll not be able to get
to Minnesota for graduation but we
hope to visit the campus some time
tjhis summer. Good luck on the drive.
—Willard S. Swiers, Gastonia, N.
Car.

I am very sympathetic to the drive
for the new curtains for Weld hall.
Those curtains loked old in our day,
and that is a while ago, so we shall
be glad to hear that there will be
new ones. After looking at the drab

furnishings of most of our schools,
we will be glad that we contribute
to one fresh set of curtains. It is a
worthwhile project for Alpha Ep-„
silon. —Elianor Sherman '36 anil
Dorothy Fetvedt,
'32, Aberdeen,
Wash.
|
From an MSTC teacher 1926 —N.
K. Teeters, Philadelphia.
Enclosed find $1 as my contribu
tion toward the curtain drive—
Crystal Olson, Redwood Falls.
Yes, I remember that curtain in
Weld auditorium. That is a disgrace
to the college the way it is. Dear old
Alpha Epsilon. Enclosed is the re
quested dollar. Sorry I can't make
it more but I have to be curtained
myself, so to speak. I hope all goes
well with you. Best of luck on
t|he curtain drive. —Margaret Mil
ler, Davenport, N.D.

Weld Hall Curtain Drive

^CONTRIBUTORS
IROLL OF HONOR
$10 CONTRIBUTORS
James Garrity
$5 CONTRIBUTORS
William Stafne
Katherine Leonard

Frances Hanson
Annette Way
Max Powers
Clara Waschell
Pearl Bjork

Mrs. C. A. Gunnarson
Agnes Kise
Leonard Olson
Mrs. Wm. H. Lohden
Dorothy Dodds

Dr. Ella Hawkinson
Rebecca Thomas
John C. Bridges
Mrs. Roy Holand
$4 CONTRIBUTORS

Henry Eriekson
Gladys Eagle
Mrs. James DeVeau
Lyman Bringold
Shirley Forseth

Marion Randall
Valborg Anderson
Emelyn Davenport
C. A. Ballard
Evelyn MyRer

Allen Eriekson
$3 CONTRIBUTORS
Vivian Mero
$2 CONTRIBUTORS
Ellen Anderson

Nettie Lorentzen
Gordon Nelson
Kenneth Klooze
Martha Kleppe
Lowell Melbye

Marion Lindholm
Mrs. L. W. Masterson
Mrs. Mike PaPulbeck
Anna B. Patterson
Laurence Haaby

Clara Cupler
Alpha Ekern
Julien Burkness
Mrs. Janzen
Mrs. Charles Pfeilstieker

Eva Felde
Stirling Hubbard
Grace Gregorson
James Preston
C. H. Kimball

E. Carol Benson
Donald Layton
Geanne Larson
Mrs. Ruby Kangas
Joanne Curran

Verne B. Lewis
Arnold Kittleson
$1 CONTRIBUTORS
Ethel Taintsr
Marlowe Wegner

Katrierine Bray
H. K. Eklund
Kathleen Keogh
Robert Bruns
Margaret Miller

Mrs. J. Alex Munro
Margaret Lumpkin
John Poliseno
Ida Mickelson
Virginia Trowbridge

B Lewis
Flora Frick
Donald Anderson
Mrs. Donald Anderson
Alice Stondahl

Mrs. Thomas Stack
Catherine Fossay
Alex Nemzek
Clara Lobben
Lyla Larson

M. E. Krafve
Mrs. Jennie Tang
Helen Jaekel
Marjorie Forse
Mrs. Dale Whitman

John Ingersoll
Lucille Thalmann
Ralph Ritteman
Leo Pikop
Hazel Ellenson

Webster Rowan
Nora Engh
Kathryn Olson
Signe Hanson
Ted Jacobson

Aurdey Dyer
PauJ J- Schumm
Mrs. Helmer Swenson
Aria Krabbenhoft
Adeline Greenfield

Katherine Zarling
Mrs. Mildred Arneson
Eugene Einiger
Ralph Iverson
Joe Zilch

Beth Peterson
Gloria Johnson
Clarissa Berquist
Louise Stondahl
Florence Davis

Mrs. Clifford Gunsalus
Edna Monson
Agnes Carlson
Mrs. L. O. Grondahl
Berniee Gunderson

Get on the band wagon. Send your "buck" (or more) to Box
162, MSTC, today! Time's a'wasting if we're to have the new cur
tain by Graduation, June 10.

MS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
-JoWWToTISEm
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Sharps and Flats
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7949 Band Tour Had the Usual
Sidelights,- Here Are Samples
As I stuck my nose into the MiSTiC
office Friday morning, Binford hol_
lored, "Column! Band trip!"
It started out calmly enough as
all band trips "do. . .Elbow Lake
listened to us, fed us and gave us
a chance to hear an excellent high
school sax quartette. After our con
cert in Appleton the bund continued
on its way to Lamuerton. . .DuPont
still winning in the ©lack jack game.
. . ."Where's tihat bassoon ease?"
Couldn't play cards without some
kind of a card table. We came into
Lamberton early Tuesday evening
and they took a csiance and fed us
before listening to us. . .a very
excellent meal too.
It was here that Pawlowski decid
ed we'd open up the community hall
and have a dance but the cop could
not be found. Wo were parceled out
to homes for the evening. . .some of
us drew an undertaking parlor and
the boys with Armin Johnson were

"farmed out" four miles from town.
It wasn't as bad as it sounds. . .all
the quarters the band had in Lam
berton were very wonderful. The side
walks are rolled up quite early in
that little town of 800. . .to quote
one native. . ."You can sleep in the
main street evenings without worry
ing about being run over."
The concert was played Wednesday
morning and a clarinet clinic was
held by Mac and Bunky. The band
left that morning for Traey (Mr.
Sorenson all smiles; with Red Nelson
choir master in the first bus singing
his own version or "Colonel Bogey"
in his own inimitable style and with
ihis own inimitable words.
Johnson was selling coke at 10
cents a bottle. Six cents for the en
tire trip, that is. . .maybe they ahould
have stuck to razor blades and sun
At Tracy the oboists continued to
make gurgling noises and the bari-

Paul's
STANDARD SERVICE
Washing and Greasing -- AtlasTires — Standard Oil Products
Corner Center and 8th Street
N.H. Walton, Operator

HOWARD'S
Moorhead, Minn.

HOMEMADE ICE CREAM
It's Better
It's Fresher

30c

There was a night club by tjhe
cabins where the war cry, "Let's go
to Hatfield" was started. There was
a wedding danee there and every
one was set to go. . .one bus started
out and mired iiiTO a foot of loose
dirt just outside the cabins. It cost
four bucks to pull it out and by that
time the spirit and flesh were too
weak to bother with the trip to
Hatfield.
Thursday morning's concert was
(I think) our best. . .We pulled out
of Pipestone, heading for Ortonville with DuPont still leading at
blackjack with Aamot and Herroid
running a close second and third.
At Ortonville Pawlowski had us
in stiches. As he was speaking to
the students about the wonderful
extra-curricular activities, some brass
jman pulled the slide on his horn
with a pop that was heard around
the auditorium. No champagne bot
tle ever popped like that.
We were fed in downtown Orton
ville and at 8:00 Thursday evening
the buses rolled wearily around the
circle of the college and the bandspeople stumbled sleepily off them
into the waiting arms of Miss Beautyrest.

ICE CREAM STORE
711 First Ave. South

tones shuddered ana felt their lips
anticipating diasaster in the "Pas de
Fleurs" after playing "Bogey." A
couple of aunts of Bev's came up
and enjoyed the band very much.. .
Came all the way vrom Fairmont. 1
broke sax reeds, cussed my oboe,
bought a week old magazine and was
overcharged on cigarettes.
We rolled into Pipestone about
seven o'clock Wednesday evening.
Most of the band stayed at cabins
on the outskirts of town but some
of them stayed in the Calumet hotel
in town. It was here that, Bev was
paid that fine
compliment by a
"blind" man ana where Bothman
was pursued presumably by the same
gentleman. Across the street from
the hotel was a curio shop where,
after trying several minutes to get
the parrot to talk, Carl Olson walk
ed off muttering, "to h
with
you." Immediately, the parrot ans
wered, "to h
with you!"

Pint

ALL FLAVORS

Summer School

last meeting of fihe group. Vice presi
AE SAVE FORMAL INITIATION
Bill Hannaher has been placed in dent elect Doug Zischke; secretary,
charge of the AE formal initiation to Lorraine Larson; and treasurer Puss
be iheld 7:30 tonight in the Student Tall complete the new slate of oeffiLounge. The nine initiates are Wil ers.
liam Eberhardt, Elmer Erdmann, Jay
MORE NEW OFFICERS
Frojen, Leonard Hagen, Ken Lar
New YWCA cabinet members have
son, Dick Malakowsky, Charles Samuelson, Willard Snustad, and Rus been elected. They include president—
Marcella Summers; vice president—
sell Tall.
Committees for the spring for Betty Malakowsky; recording secre
mal will be named and the results tary—Jeanne Knudson; correspond
of the curtain drive will be discus ing secretary—Gloria Vraa; treasur
er—Lois Hemmingson; social—Lor
sed at the meeting.
raine Brink; religious — Martha
HOLLER TO HEAD SIGMA TAU
Bob Holler has been elected presi Klooze; publicity—Wilma Anderson;
dent of Sigma Tau Delta for the music—Marilyn Torrey and Eunice
coming year. Other officers are: vice Larson; refreshment—Marlys Mattpresident, Jannette Coleman; sec son; and campus sister and member
ship—Edifih Maxon and Clarice Moretary - treasurer, Audrey Cornell;
and Literary Designs editor, Eugene berg.
At a retreat April 30, plans will
Shiek.
be made for next year by both the
The Sigma Tau spring picnic com
mittee includes: Don Bordsen, chair new and the old cabinet.
man j Janette
Coleman,
Audrey
KAPPA DELTS INITIATE
Cornell, and Donna Lunder.
Local chapter of Kappa Delta Pi,
Ten students are being considered
national honorary education frater
for membership.
nity, held initiation Saturday for
CAP AND GOWN DAT
Cap and Gown day will be June eight new members. A banquet in
1. Arrangements of the program will the Gardner hotel, Fargo, followed,
honoring winter and spring initiates.
be made next week.
New members include Chester
MID-TERMS DUE MAY 4
Bakkum, James Dokken, Rodney FelMid-term reports from teachers are
due Wednesday, May 4. This is a de ber, Edward Magnusson, Phyllis
Morben, Amy Nelson, Aria Ommodt,
lay of one week from the regularly
sqheduled date. The revision was nec. and Harriet Walsburg.
essary to accommodate band members
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
who were on their annual spring tour
All students majoring in industrial
last week.
arts who plan to student teich in
ST. JOHN HEADS MASQUERS
'49- '50 are requested to see Otio 1. rRuth St. John was elected presi
dent of the Dragon Masquers at the sin or Marlowe Wegner this week.

'Everything to Wear 9

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
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7en*n - tycute 75 to fluty
I Second *7en*u - fluty

27 to rfuyuot

Write for free bulletin.
i

20
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Another New Feature:

CIGARETTES
All Popular Brands

§§
§§ Student Exchange Bookstore
§§
§
II
MacLean Hall, MSTC

Mrs. Ruby Solien, Manager

»
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Squeaky, the Squirrel

Snoopy Rodent Visits
President From Above

from the new Rogers-Astaire movie.
At last Curiosity, that old devil
who killed the cat, got the best of
Squeaky. He (had always scorned cats
anyway. He peered into the inky
gloom of the chimney well. He peer
ed a little farther, a little farther, a
little farther, and then, suddenly, he
was tumbling head over heels into
the yawning abyss below him.
"The trip down the chimney was
something like sliding down a ban
nister, only it was faster and no
It all began early last Friday mor splinters, either," he said.
ning when Squeaky, the squirrel, who
He hit the bottom with a re.
jhad spent the night atop MacLean sounding thud which had tihe same
Hall (dor't ask me how he got
effect as a kayo by Kuklenski. Squea
there) awoke, stretched, and shook
ky went down for the count and for
out his bushy tail.
about an hour lay dreaming of the
He peered curiously at his sur MS band playing "The Nutcracker
roundings. It was then he saw the Suite."
He awoke to find himself staring
tall chimney in one corner. No smoke
into the eyes of none other than an
came from its black mouth I
amazed President Snarr.
Fresh from a deep sleep, from
Squeaky, by some quirk of fate,
which even Mr. Addicott and his
had landed in the President's office!
star.gazers had not disturbed ihim
Feebly raising one foreleg, Squeaky
the night before, Squeaky was all
squeaked in his most cultured tones,
ready for adventure.
He literally flew to the chimney "Good morning."
President Snarr, who does not be
and scaled its brick walls. When he
reached the top, he danced a jig lieve in talking squirrels, found him
self at a complete loss for words!
around the rim and sang a chorus of
Quickly holding a mental debate witjh
"My One and Only Highland Fling"
himself on whether to write a speech
in reply or call for help, he decided
on the latter and fled from the office
to summond Miss Lindquist.
Miss Lindquist arrived, took one
look at Squeaky, said "Appendicitis"
and returned to her office.
By this time the President's sec.
rotary ihad arrived and was standing
on her desk with skirts held high,
shrieking at the top of her lungs at
the mouse in the corner.
Mrs. Askegaard walked in and sur
veyed the situation. She quickly re
turned to her office, locked the door,
and called the police.
Miss Owens, who was not afraid
to see The Unafraid, at the sound
of the screams, ran into flhe Presi
dent's office and stared at what she
saw. Having forgotten her glasses,
she tought Squeaky was her pet cat
and immediately burst into tears. She
picked him up to care for him in
her own motherly way and promptly
fainted when Squeaky, who hates
motherly ways, oegan
swearing
shamefully.
During all tihis exeitement Presi
dent Snarr had been sitting at his
desk, penning a speech. He now be
SQUEAKY
gan declaiming.
Dean Jenkins, thinking Dr. Snarr
was calling to him, ran into the office.
SERVICE CAB
Having once been a Boy Scout, he
knew the meaning of the word cour
Dial 3-1525
age. Whipping out his jacknife, he
lunged at Squeaky. The policemen,
1
MOOBHEAD, MINNESOTA
whom Mrs. Askegaard had called,
arrived at this precise moment and
led him away, just in time to save
t)he little squirrel from a grim fate.
Miss Lindquist came back with her
black bag full of corn plasters and,
after examining Squeaky carefully,
discovered that he had been . paral
ysed from the waist down in. his fall.
"When they told me the sad news
in general science class, I rushed up
Both the track and field team
to see Squeaky who was still in Dr.
and the baseballers will journy
Snarr's office. It was then I made
up north to Bcmidji next Sat
the witty joke about Santa Claus and
urday. It will be interesting to
Squeaky told me Ills story which was
see how the Dragon athletes do
somewhat difficult to (hear as Presi
away from this constantly-blow
dent Snarr had not nnlshed speaking.
ing wind. Jim Gotta says he'll
Squeaky's future is as yet unde
go six feet and if the reports are
termined but he will receive visitors
true from that city he'll have to
for the next week in Dr. Snarr's of
do it to win.
fice. PPlease wear formal attire and
bring some nuts.

_

College Students Aid Hot Lunch Program

By Bonald Worsley
I walked hurriedly into President
Snarr's office and found Squeaky
the squirrel lying there on the deck,
surrounded by people, looking pale
and tired.
Isn't this the wrong time of year
to be playing Santa Glaus t" I asked.
Squeaky grinned feebly at this
gay sally and, witn frequent inter
ruptions by cooing females, told me
the following tale:

Northern
Lights

ATHLETIC

Pictured above are some of the campus school pupils who participated in the hot lunch pro
gram there this winter. College students aided in serving their younger campus class mates. Russ
Moe is shown serving students above.
MiSTiC photo by Bob Olson.

Alum Notes

Fern Oberg
Married to
R. Morstad
Miss Fern Oberg '45, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Oberg, George
town, became the bride of Robert
J. Morstad, New York Mills, at St.
Mark's English Lutheran church,
Fargo, April 6. Mrs. Morstad teaches
in New York Mills.
Miss Mavis Sanden teaches first
and second grades at OsagC, Minn.
Mrs. Wallace Erickson (Alice NeL
son '37) is living at Detroit Lakes.
She has two sons.
Mrs. Arnold Potratz (Janet Nel
son '39) is teaching at Parkers
Prairie.
Miss Verna Knutson '46, daughter
of Mrs. Margaret Knutson, Ulen,
became the bride of Arnt Nysetvold, Twin Valley, at the Bethlehem
Lutheran church, Ulen, April 10.
Mrs. Nysetvold teaches in Sabin.

Kiefer Chevrolet Co.
501 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minnesota

ODORLESS
Dial 2-1 : S

Best Buys Await You
At
MiSTiC
Advertisers
VISIT

Miss Lois Olson, who was a fresh
man at MSTC last year, is now at
the University of Minnesota. She
was recently appointed to represent
the sophomore class on the nine-mem
ber Arts Board, which is the student
governing board and faculty inter
mediary board for the college of
Science, Literature and Arts.
Eileen and Ellen Vavrina, winter
quarter graduates, are a*, psesent
working in Fargo. They ha"i accept
ed teaching positions at Roseau for
the coming year. E^'een will teach
second grade °nd Ellen third grade.
Miss Drusilla Paskey '47 is teach,
ing at Fairbault.
Miss Carole Mae Net!ml '39 is
teaching in Meeteetse, Wyo. Her ad
dress is Box 204, Meets ?cse.

ROLLER SKATING
AVALON

@Cea*ten&
422 Front St.
Fargo, N.Dak.

Sportland
(FORMERLY IRVING'S)
FOE

Your Sporting
Needs
Phone 3-2386

Moorhead

313 1st Ave. So.

American State Bank
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
CAPITAL and SURPLUS $200,000
A Friendly Home Owned

Except Tues., Wed., and Thurs.

Institution

Sunday afternoon 3 to 5
Monday eve for Beginners

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

EQUIPMENT

TEACHING

MATERIAL

SCHOOL

SUPPLIES

INC.

Your Shelly Distributor
MOOPHEAD, MINNESOTA

Northern
School Supply
Co.
8th St. & N-P. Ave.

Bergland Oil Company

Fargo

Melberg Printing Company
Moorhead, Minnesota

Good Men s Clothes
Suits

Coats

Shoes

~\A/ALDON'$
• • C L O T H I N G

Western MiSTiC
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Dragons Wallop Wops, Nudge
AC Friday,{Face Cobbers Today
By Buss Tall

Three in a rnw is t»Tie go a the Oragnn laseball team will be shooting
for when they meet Concordia on
the local field at 4:15 this afternoon
The Wohlwend men starred their
srason in great style last Tuesday,
tl islmg out an 8-0 decision ovi r
Vvb. peton Science. Joe Ro ha was
superb as he allowed but three hits
a.ij struck out 15 in the sevsu-ininng
e.en est. The Dragons garnered eight
hits and were helped considerably by
si.- Wathpeton errors.
Joe Kolba had two singles and
J- hu Conzemius a double to lead' a
i.i i-too-potent
offensive for the MS
boyi,
Gary Woodward got a starting as
signment at shortstop and made good
with a homerun-on-an-error and a
single.
Don Corcoran must have given the
Wop right fielder
quite a surprise
in the fourth inning. Corby popped
a high blooper between first base and
right field. It dropped in front of
the right fielder for a hit, and by
the time ihe could pick it up, the
MS speedster was pulling up at third
base.
As for fielding, Kolba's 15 strike
outs didn't leave much for the rest
of the fellows to do.
*

#

»

But the AC game Friday was a
different story. The Uragons had to
come up with a story-book finish to
pull that one out of the fire.
Things sizzled for six and one-half
innings, then exploded in the home

*

*

half of the sevenre.
Coach Neil Wohlwend was scratch
ing his head over a 3-2 Bison lead
as the Dragons went up for their final
licks, and he dug deep for some "Leo
Duroeher strategy."
Bill Drummond led off with a
single to left. Jerry Kranz ran for
Bill and was advanced to second
when Burton Wooaward, batting for
his brother Gary, laid down a per
fect sacrifice bunt.
Alvie Lund decided it was time he
was getting a hit and smashed a
double into right, scoring Kranz
witih the tying run. Wohlwend then
called Joe Koiba up to hit for pitch
er Bob Peterson.
The Dragon captain promptly
singled to left, with Lund holding up
at third. Corcoran, with a triple and
a double earlier in the game, was
purposely walked to fill the bases.
The next hit of strategy backfired
however, as an attempted squeeze
play resulted in a run being cut
off, and there were two away.
Here was the situation. Last half
of the last inning with the sacks
loaded with Dragons, two men down
and bhe score tied. Up stepped John
Conzemius who played a beautiful
game at third this day. Johnny slap
ped the first ball into left field. The
left fielder
charged in fast, made
the old college try dive, and it look
ed as if he had it. But when he
got up, the ball was still rolling
toward the fence, and a happy bunch
of Dragons were neading for the
showers.

*

Bob Peterson to Face
Concordia Here Today

Corky Wants to Be
A Philanthropist
"In center field-Don Corcoran" the laudspeakers blared, and
once again the stocky little outfielder trotted to his famiftar pogi-i
tion in the MS outer gardens.
For the Dragons will have a fellow in their lineup who's man
aged to get around quite a bit, when they take the field against
Concordia this afternoon.
Corky's a Moorhead boy. He got his high schooling at Moorhead High and now is getting all his college learnin' at MS. After
high school he spent 20 months with the 15th Air Force, operating
in Italy and, as Corky put it, "Having Some Fun".
Now a junior, the likeable Dragon athletic commissioner is
majoring in phy ed and English.
As for sports, speedster Corcoran started up the long road
playing Junior Legion baseball with both Barnesville and Dilworth, reaching the state semi-finals both years.
Don broke into professional ball with the Fargo-Moorhead
Twins in '46, batting a lusty .335 in his rookie year. After another
season with the Twins, Corky signed a contract with Waterloo, la.,
in a class "B" league. But the little man with the big shoulders ran
into trouble, for he wrenched one of those shoulders diving for a
fly ball and had to come home.
Now 23 and a free agent concerning baseball contracts, Corky
still may play some professional baseball; but for this summer,
he'll play with the Moorhead Red Sox, amateur baseball team of
the strong North Central league. Corcoran has been named mana
ger of the club for the coming season and, along with a fe(w other
MS stars, should field a powerful club.
The versatile athlete has lettered in basketball, football, and
baseball here at MS. He took his knocks as a halfback on the grid
iron last fall, and he'll be back next season for some more. Inciden
tally, Corky also plays a mean game of ping pong.
And after all this, you know what the fellow wants to be? A
philanthropist. Yeah, a fellow who goes around giving away librar
ies and giving guys a hundred dollars for a cup of coffee.
Well, who knows? Maybe some day MS students will be do
ing their studying in "Corcoran Hall"!

Neil Wohlwend's "Diamond Dan
dies" will be out to make it three in
a row in their defense of the Steve
Gorman baseball trophy against the
Concordia Cobbers this afternoon.
Game time is 4:15 on Memorial field.
With two wins in two starts be
hind them, the Dragons are heavy
favorites to end up
on top. Previously
they ihave shut out
Walipeton's Wild
cats 8-0, and nip
ped the NDAC Bi_
son, 4-3, in a 7
inning rally.
Wohlwend, in a
surprise move yes
terday afternoon,
indicated that fast PEBLEY PETE
bailer Bob Peterson, pride of Perley, would get the green light for
mound duty again today.
Pete turned in a five-hit
job in
beating the Bison last Friday to
earn his second starting assignment

Bemidji Next

Dragons \^alk Off ^X^ith
Honors at Track Meet
The Bemidji invitational Saturday,
May 7, is the next stop for the
Dragon tracksters, who piled up a
big margin over Concordia, NDAC,
and Walipeton Science here last Sat
urday.
Final scoring showed fibe Domekmen tallied 70 points, against Con
cordia's 37, NDACs 21, and 13 for
Wahpeton Science.
Big
Gotta
locals,
more
whole

Otto Klug and speedster Jim
were the big guns for the
with each of them compiling
points by himself than the
Warrior sqttad.

Dragon Tennis Team Drops Match With Concordia
The No. 1 doubles combination of
Clayton Lee and Bob Rich salvaged
a lone point for MSTC by defeat
ing Don Peterson and Luther Hegland as tho Dragon tennis team
lest to the Cobbers, 8-1, at Island
park, Fargo, last Tuesday.

In the singles Peterson downed
Lee, Hegland tripped up Rich, Bud
Jensen beat Mike Merck, Dick Narmu downed G'snn Melvey, Jim Lido
won over Bob Shelland, and Jim
Stenerson clipped Glen Bonmson.
The MSTC team travels to James

in as many games. That will leave
Joe Kolba to face the Bemidji Bea
vers Saturday.
Charlie Basch, Jake Christiansen's
backfield ace, who is currently coach
ing the Cobber squad indicated that
he would send either Gus Oien or
Willis (Ish) Swanson to the hill
against Peterson. Both are Cobber
lettermen.
Others starting in this initial con
test of the Concordia season are
"Sonny" Gulsvig, catcher;
Pete
Garbedian, lb; Dick Stromme, 2b;
Miles Johnson, ss; Alvin Heper,
3b; Paul Fedje, If; Elwood Boihn,
cf; and Gene Sather, rf.
Five of the starters, in addition
to the pitchers, are lettermen. They
include Gulsvig, Stromme, Johnson,
Fedje, and Sather.
Wohlwend will start Lund behind
the plate; Drumond, lb; Moe, 2b;
Woodward, ss; Conzemius, 3b; Felde, If; Corcoran, cf; and West, rf,
behind Peterson.

town to play a return match this
afternoon. Thursday, May 5, at 2:31
p.n ., they play North Dakoca Stale
•v. IOand park. Saturad', May L4,
MS, North Dakota State, and IS- rth
I nkcta U I old a triange ar meet
a: Giand Forks.

Klug counted 18 with first in the
discus, shot, and high hurdles, a
third in t)hle broad jump, and a
fourth in the 100 yard dash.
Raking up 13 points, Jimmy had
two firsts—high
and broad jump,
and gained second in the shot put.
Freshman Billy Finn captured a
first in the 100-yard dash with a
respectable 10.1 and he also picked
up a third in the 220 and tied for
third in the ihigh jump. Another
Staples boy, Kenny Johnson, took
a first in the low hurdles for five
points.
Three Dragons, Keith Woods, Jim
Scott, and Roger Bagne were in a
four-way tie in the pole vault.
Ken Magloughlin picked up three
points on a second in the discus,
John Brelier did likewise in the
broad jump, and Norm Felde came
in fourth in the same event.
John Lavely got three for a sec
ond in fihe mile, and Dawson and
Bagne placed second and third res(Continued to Page Six)

Bob Peterson went the route, scat
tering five hits in the 4-3 MSTC
victory. John Rohde, AC hurler lock
ed in a duel with Pete, each strik
ing out three ana walking a like
number. The four hits in the final in
ning spelled defeat for the Bison
moundsman, who had a four-hitter
until the final outburst.
Corky started the scoring for MS
in tihe initial inning when he led off
with a triple ana came in on the
overthrow at third.
Gary Woodward again looked good
at short, getting two for two and
playing a nice game afield.
Alvie Lund caught a beautiful
game against his former teammates,
and collected a double in the spinetingling seventh inning rally.
MS plays a return game with the
Bison at the AC field Monday, May
9.
•k

*

*

MSTC (4)
AB R
Corcoran, ef
_ 3 1
Swanson, 2b
4 0
Conzemius, 3b _
3 0
West, rf
.2 0
Felde, If ...
2 0
Drummond, lb
3 0
* fCrnnz
.0 1
G. Woodward, ssi 2 1
xB. Woodward _
0 0
Lund, e
3 0
Peterson, p
2 0
xxKolba
1 1

H
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1

A
0
3
4
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
I
0

PO
i
I
0
3
1
11
0
1
0
3
0
0

E
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Totals
25 4 8 11 21 2
AB R H A PO E
NDAC (3)
2 0
Gallagher, ss _
5 0
Roy, 3b
0 0
Bredal, If —
Boe, rf
0 0
2 4
Maher, c
0 1
Ridley, cf
0 13
Shafer, lb .
1 2
Garbarkewitz, 2b 3
3 0
Rhode, p
1
Totals
27 3 5 13 20 3
"Ran for Drummond in 7th
xSacrificed for G. Woodward in 7th
xxSingled for Peterson in 7fih.
RBI—Corcoran, Lund, Conzemius,
Maher. 2B—Corcoran, Lund, Shafer.
3B—Corcoran. SB—Gallagher, Con
zemius, Felde, G. Woodward. SAC—
B. Woorward. SO—Peterson 3, Rhode
3. PB—Lund. WP—Peterson 2.

MSTC (8)
AB R H PO A
Corcoran, cf
4 0 110
Swanson, 2b .
9 1 1 1 1
Moe, 2b
0 1 0 0 0
Conzemius, 3b
3 110 0
West, rf
S 1110
Thompson, rf
0 0 0 0 0
Felde, lb
3 113 0
Kranz, If
a 0 0 0 0
Lund, c
1 0 0 8 1
G. Woodward, ss
9 110 0
B. Woodward, If __1 0 0 0 0
Drummond, c
4 1 0 7 0
Kolba, p —
4 1 2 0 0

E
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals
WAHPETON (0)
Brakel, 2b
Drury, cf
Stalley, p
Larson, 3b
Anderson, If
Nellermoe, 2b
Symington, lb
Duty, c
Hansmann, ss

1
E
2
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0

30 8 8 21 2
AB R H PO A
9
0
0 2 1
3 0 1 2 0
3 0 0 0 4
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 2 0
3 0 0 0 0
0 0 6 0
2 0 0 8 0
2 0 2 1 1

Totals
24
0 3 21 6 6
2B—Conzemius. SB — Conzemius,
West. DP—Stalley to Brakel to Sym.
ington. SAC—Conzemius. HB—Stalley
(West). 'SO—Kolba 15, Stalley 8.

*

*

*

Stick Average
Joe Kolba
Gary Woodward
Don Corcoran
John Conzemius
Alvie Lund
Max West
Bill Drummond
Alvin Swanson
Norm Felde
Jerry Kranz
Bob Peterson

.
.

.

AB
5
5
7
6
4
5
6
7
5
2
2

H AVE.
3 .600
3 .600
3 .429
2 .333
1 .250
1 .200
1 .167,
1 .143
0 .000
0 .000
0 .000
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These 25 MS —Dragon Baseballers to Face Cobbers:*:•:>

Dragon
Barely Nip
Juniors
While the Dragon baseball team
was squaring away at Wahpeton last
Tuesday, the "B" squad, left at
home, took on a little competition
themselves in the form of the campus
high school team.
But while the "A" squad had no
trouble at all with the Science nine,
the scrubs pretty near got their ears
pinned back by tihe Baby Dragons.
In fact they needed several unearn
ed runs to nip Don Anderson s nine
6-5.
Hugh Schoephoester gave up four
hits and tossed third strikes past
six Dragons in a four inning stint
• on the mound. Then Frank Mollner
took over and allowed but two more
hits in the final
three frames.
Harvey Henjum, Don Guerts, and
Dick Bennett did the tosing for the
bees, scattering six hits for a total
of five runs for the nigh-schoolers.
T)he entire "B" squad will dress
with the "A" team for the Con
cordia game today.

Pictured above is the Dragon baseball team which will face the Cobbers from Concordia this afternoon. Front row, left to right—
Gary Woodward, ss; Jerry Kranz, of; Don Corcoran, of; Max West, of; John Conzemius, 3b; Alvin Swanson, 2b; and Juel Thompson,
of. Second row
Captain Joe Kolba, p; Alvie Lund, c; Bob Peter-son, p; Norm Felde, of; Gordon Harstad, p; Red Woodward, p; Bill
Drummond, lb; Russ Moe, 2b. Third Row Harvey Henjum, p; Dick Bennett, p; Charles Hanson, of; Elton Klup, of; Cliff Hestdalen,
lb; Myron Way, of; Lyle Quamme, 2b, and Coach Neil Wohlwend. Not present when the picture was taken were Frankie Stano, c;
Don Guertz, p; and Johnson, if. (Fargo Forum photo)

College

Intramural Loop
Softball Begins;
Foxholers Win

High School Athletes Elect Captains

Headquarters

BLUEBIRD

Intramural Softball got underway
last Thursday evening when the Fox
hole Furries, under the masterful
guidance of Chuck Warner, drubbed
the Green Hornets, who are led by
Kenny Larson, by an 18-1 count.
" Bullet-Bob"Serbin pitched a threehitter.
Only one other team, that headed
by Mike Freeman, is ready to play.
Other league games will be' schedul
ed and played as soon as teams are
complete. Game time will be between
4 and 6:30 each evening.
Students interested in playing in
the intramural Softball program
should sign the roster on the MacLean hall bulletin board.

SPORTS-(Continued from Page Five)
pectively in the high hurdles.
A fourth in the 880 for Jack
Powers, and another fourth in the
shot put for Don Jacobson complet
ed the MS scoring.
Bay "Kirby" Kuklenski gave Con
cordia a terrific scare by leading
their two-milers for two laps, be
fore "Kayo Kirby" decided to call
it a day at the end of the third lap
in the eight-lap grind.

Coffee Shop
618 Center Avenue
Moorhead

WFiatchagot

you

Dontwant

?
Whathcadontgot

In symbolic uniforms, captains for major sports at the Campus High school, are pictured
above. They are: Hugh Schoephoerster, football; Barry Nokken, basketball; and Frank Mollner, basebalL
(Daily News photo.)

Youwant

J. W. DUNCAN

?

Physician and Surgeon
Dial 3-0232
624 Center Ave., MoOrhead

READ-USE
The Fargo Foru m

Get your Sporting Jackets
WHOLESALE
at
EMERY JOHNSON
largo
7 S. Broadway

Want-Ads
Dial 7311

Optometrist—
Eyesight Specialist
Glasses Fitted
Dial 3-2058
Moorhead

Food At Its Best

Ask For

COLUMBIA

Cass Clay

CAFE
Across from NP Depot
ECONOMICAL PRICES
Frank Horst—Floyd Stoffel

Visit Our

BERNIE'S

Record Department

Fargo's Only Exclusive

Complete Stock of the LATEST and BEST

Record Shop

VICTOR, DECCA, COLUMBIA, CAPITOL and MGM
Recordings

Phone us for the latest in
RECORDS
625 NP Ave.

Dial 8448

LEO JOHNSON FURNITURE CO.
525 Center Ave.

Golf Meet Soon
by Chuck Warner

DR. C. TILLISCH

For a Richer Smoother ICE CREAM

You will like its delicious flavor

Newsy Notes

Moorhead, Minnesota

MOORHEAD TO HAVE GOLF MEET
Jim Peterson, sports editor of the Moorhead Daily News, an
nounced yesterday that the first annual Moorhead Country Club
high school and college golf tournament will be held at the MCC
golf course May 14 and 15 with qualification rounds getting under
way immediately. Jim is golf tournament chairman.
Any student attending high school or college is eligible to en
ter the meet with qualification deadline being Thursday, May 12.
Entry fee for the two-day tourney will be $3 with the entire
fee going into trophies and other prizes. The high school and col
lege players will plaV in separate flights. Qualificaton rounds can
be played on any course with an 18-hole total being mailed intoPeterson before the deadline along with the $3 entry fee. However,
to win the medalist trophy, the qualification round must be ghotj
an the Moorhead County Club course.

TRACK PROSFECTS EXHIBIT
Roy Domek took his track and field hopefuls into the meet
Saturday as a team of unknown potenialities. After viewing them
this observer was sure that MSTC at least has one of the best allround athletes in this section of the country in John "Big Otto '
Klug. In the four-way meet with Wahpeton Science, North Dakota
State and Concordia as guests, Klug copped firsts in the discus, shot
put, and high hurdles and took third in the 100, the high jump and '
the broad jump.Klug's big—210— yet he can get all that muscle •
moving at a surprising rate. Donny Corcoran running the low hur
dles in full baseball uniform and Ray Kuklenski "dashing" around
the 2 mile were also intesting performances.
Probably the thing that made Roy's face light up more than *
anything else was the way in which his freshmen came through.
The two Staples kids, Billy Finn and Ken Johnson, set up the best
times of the day. Finn copping the 100 in 10.1 and Johnson post
ing a 26.5 in the low hurdles.

Placement of Grads Going
On Schedule -Sorensen

A l l Work and No Play...

At a Dress Rehearsal of
'The Late George Apley'
By Ken Pitchfork
"Such a bonnie troupe of thespians was ne-er assembled on any
stage." This statement was never
said about anyone; but if it ever
were said, it would no doubt pertain
to none other than the cast of The
Late George Apley.
Every evening after supper, you
will find this humble assemblage of
genius 011 the stage of Weld audit,
orium, ranting, raving, and gener
ally carrying on.
The fair ears of someone just
sauntering by would probably be
shocked to death at the things they
might ihear. You might, for instance,
be listening to a typical sewing cir
cle gossip scene, and all of a sud
den be interupted by a basso pro.
fundo saying in his best falsetto,
"How charming I" It would be none
other than Mr. Erickson subbing
for an absent character.
The little buzzing tones you would
hear would be from the groups of
people waiting to come on. Hot
arguments so far have ranged from
the merits of different kinds of
music to an especially interesting
one carried on by uoug Zischke and
Audrey Cornell concerning the value
of the poem Little Boy Blue.

If you don't know furs—
Know your furrier!
L. MILO MATTSON
FURRIER
Moorhead
M. ORBAN
SHOE REPAIRING
203 Bdwy.
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Hawley Eia, the butler, has hard
ly any lines save those of "Yes, sir"
and "No, sir" and t»h.e like, but he
must constantly walk back and forth
across the stage serving drinks, whis
pering in people's ears, and deliv
ering messages. "The play'll prob
ably wear out my shoes," he said,
"but it won't hurt my vocal cords
any." Elizabeth Host, who sits for
long periods on the stage without
speaking, said that "People won't
believe it's me sitting that long
without saying anything." She's out
to beat Joihnny Belinda.
In the middle of the play,
find Mary Jo Weling flying
the aisle screaming, "Am I on
Her part was passed up five
ago.

you'll
down
yet?"
pages

Many of the players are partial to
particular scenes. John MaeDonald's
favorite is the superb "scuffling
scene" in which he is supposed to be
struggling for a kiss with his girl
offstage. The only sound available
to the audience is a scuffle. It is the

perfection of this sound effect that
he delights in, especially fihe aspect
of making it sound really true to
life.
Dale Barnes' favorite line is "I
can't picture Emerson as being a
myth." He knows, of course, that
someone will always pop up with "Of
course not, he was a mithter."
About this time, everyone ia slurp
ing a bottle of pop, on or offstage,
and after they're done you'll find
Don Bordsen scrambling around un
der the seats, extricating the bottles
from their hiding places.
With all this confusion, you
think that no work at all is
but on tihe contrary everyone
ages to put in a fair share of
to perfect the play.

One last word to Mr. Barnes, who
plays George Apley. On the night of
the performance, please be sure to
be on time. Remember you're not
late until the last act, George Apley.

Next to Comstock

Gloria Christofferson, Gary, 2 and
3 grades; Beverly Dailey, Detroit
Lakes, 2; Elaine Dickman, TriumphMonterey; Janice Glasglow, Barnesville; Virginia Lrafdahl, TriumphMonterey, 2;
Lois Hovren, Red
Lake Falls, 2; Laraine Jacobson,
Starbuck, 6; Doris Jorde, Fargo,
2; Betty Kjensmo, Austin; LaVon
Kuehl, Hawley; Amy Nelson, Far
go, 5 or 6; Parnell Nelson, Gary,

1340
on your dial

Station

Moorhead, Minn.

Anywhere

Dakota

BUSINESS COLLEGE

CHOPS

STEAKS

Bus Lines

NORTH DAKOTA'S
Largest and Friendliest

Coffee Shop

121 4th St. [N.

JJntmtatL
BUSINESS

Fargo, N.DJ

COLLECE

OB MID-DAY LVNCH VISIT

For Quality Work

Wood's

CITY BARBER SHOP

Model Laundry-Cleaners

On Center Avenue
Moorhead

Dairy Bar

Dial 7578

833-35 N.P. Ave.
FARGO, NJ).

The

Dr. Ernest Pederson

All Types
Of Printing

Optometrist
EYES EXAMINED
GLASSES FITTED
702 Center Ave.
Moorhead

BLACKHAWK
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Town & Country

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

Clay Sunday
PRESS

FLOWERS

Member

Norm and Marge Overby
Corsages a Specialty
Dial 3-1325
Comstock Hotel Moorhead

GIFT

Federal

WARES

Dependable Optical Service
Dr. CHAS. S. ROBINSON
OPTOMETRIST

Reserve

JEWELRY

W atches-- Jewelry-Diamonds

System

Do your Shopping for
Sporting Goods Hardware
at the

Red River Hardware
Phone 3-1377

ttlcrttn^orrs

NEUBARTH'S
KVOX

Charter Trips

EDDIE'S

«

Sports

for

Dorothy Eide

FOB THAT LATE SNACK

We're Prepared
To Pill Your
Needs

Your

Buses Available

NYSTUL CLEANERS

Open Until 11 P.M.

KVOX

1; Louise Nelson, Lanrberton, 1 and
2; Grace Otnes, Austin, 2; Henriet
ta Olson, Lake Bronson, 5; Donna
Owens, Redwood Falls, 3; Rutjh Pilke, Lamberton, 2; Helen Skrove,
iStarbuek, 5; and Doris Teigland,
Evansville, 1.

Bepresented by

Meet Your Friends at
The Fountain

Wold Drug

might
done,
man
labor

Placement of seven 4-year stu
dents and 26 2-year students have
been announced by R. R. Sorensen,
director of the placement bureau.
They include: Chester Bakkum, at
Detroit Lakes, 7 and 8 grade math;
Mae Hanson, Rothsay, English and
library; John Johnson, Roseau, so
cial studies; Jean Moen, Crookston, 3 and 4 grades; Kenneth Seiler, Detroit Lakes, industrial arts;
Ruth Sorknes, Fargo, 5 and 6
grades; Lois Tenneson, Albert Lea,
1 grade.

Moorhead

FLOWERS

4th St and Center Ave.
Moorhead

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

The City Hall is Just Across the Street

CORSAGES

BAT at
SHAREL
COFFEE
NOOK

BOUQUETS

Drink G O O D Milk

CUT FLOWERS

Fairmont's Better Food
PRODUCTS
Th.

Fairmont Foods
HAROLD BRIGGS, Mgr.

Co.
MOORHEAD

1

Moorhead, Minneota
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From the Desk of Dr. Snarr

Is the MSTC Convocation
Program System on Trial?
By Dr. 0. W. Snarr
Recently the Student Commission
requested me to submit a budget for
lectures and entertainments for the
ensuing year. I complied with the
request with considerable doubt about
the wisdom of bringing to the Col
lege the speakers of the Talk-of-theMonth Series.
The doubt did not arise from my
apprehension concerning the quality
of the speakers. They are men of
good reputation, qualified to discuss
uutjhoratatively their respective top
ics in a lluent and forceful manner.
Hesitancy to effect a contract with
the University of Minnesota for
speakers for another year has arisen
from the failure of student to re
spond favorably to these addresses
by attending convocation programs.
To present speakers to a half-filled
auditorium has been a source of em_
barrassment on many occasions.
Unless there is assurance that the
response next year will be greater
than it has been in the past two or
three years, the expenditure of money
for speakers is of doubtful expedien
cy.
All has been done that can reas
onably be expectea concerning con
vocation attendance. The matter has
been presented to both the Council
on Student Affairs and the Student
Commission. Advisers have been in
formed of the absences of their ad
visees.
The difficulty, therefore, lies not
in the organization nor in the qual
ity of the speakers but in the seg
ment of students who habitually dis.
regard their obligation first to them
selves and second *o the College.
May I address you directly and
ask the following pointed questions:
Do you want the speakers of the
Talk-of-the-Month series next year!
Will you assume the moral obligation
to attend convocation when they ap
pear! Will you upmold the loyalty
of those who attend convocation reg
ularly! Will you make your wishes
known through the regular qhannels
of communication!
The speakers of the Talk-of-the-

The Store of
Friendly, Personal Service
MOORHEAD

Month series for next year are:
Martin Hall in October, "Democratic
Goals for Europe'"; Suboda Chandra
Roy in November, "India on the
Threshold of Democracy"; Robert
Bradford in January, "Tolerance and
Freedom";" Charles Emerson Boddie
in February, "Christianity and Free
dom"; and Dr. Elwood C. Nance in
March, "Educational Goals of Dem
ocracy."
In connection with the presentation
of the problem of convocation attend
ance, I am inclined to relate the
following story:

EPKO

T\he story is about an American
millionaire who went to Europe. He
went through one of the old art
galleries. It did not take him long.
When he came out the curator who
knew him, asked, "What do you
think of our pictures!"
"Well, I like the general effect, but
I don't like your choice of pictures."
The curator loosed at him and
said, "My dear sir, this gallery has
been here 200 years. It is not on
trial."
Is convocation on trial! If not—
!

THE MOST COMPLETE CAMERA STORE IN THE
NORTHWEST
831 N. P. Avenue

Dial 5045

Freshman (after all this time) ac
costing junior in MacLean: "Say,
are you going up to fourth!"
We heard that Dr. Heaton went
through the roof the other day; may
be she was going up to see him.

Glasrud (meeting Marlowe Wegner's biggest little girl) : Hi.
Rosemary (her usual greeting):
What's your name!
Glasrud: Marlowe Wegner.
Rceemary (unfazed): Do you live
a. cur house.'

Dr. Kise: What is th3 difference
between a citizen and an alien!
IIawl v Eia: An alien is a person
\/..0 is not a citizen.

In spring a columnist's fancy
turns to thoughts of how to keep
people from ruining the grass at the
entrance to the campus, but such
thinking i3 just too fanciful to bring
results. The respect for "every.
body's" property to keep it good!: king that the homes and schools
supposed to have taught just
hasn't been.

Last year we suggested cementing
the lawn and painting it green. This
year we have a better idea. Paint
all the sidewalks green so people will
think it's grass, and then they will
walk on them for sure.

...

From one alum writing back about
the Weld Hall Curtain Drive comes
this note: "No paying job—not much
money. But I can't waste that threecent stamp. Must say you have good
technique."

TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO—

"For me there's only one
cigarette that's really Milder
and that's CHESTERFIELD"

The REX ALL Drug Store
STARRING IN

"ONE LAST FLING"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

FOR SALE—1948 Studebaker Cham
pion convertible by original owner.
Radio, Heater, Overdrive. Mileage
4200. May be financed. Dial 3-1754
or 3-0253 evening.
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Pissociated Golle6»ale Press
Published weekly except during vaca
tions, holidays, and testing periods at
Moorhead, Minnesota, by the Moorhead
State Teachers College. Subscription price
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Life on the Great Circleby Backstrom

Film Service

EASTMAN KODAKS AND SUPPLIES
QUALITY FILM FINISHING
E. T. Paulson, Prop.

DRUG COMPANY
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